
A microgame by Ransom Christofferson

Setup
Print this document double-sided. Cut out the card in the upper-right, 
then fold it on the dotted lines and cut it on the dashed lines so each 
side of the card has five movable tabs. Each tab represents a soldier. 
You command the five soldiers on one side of the card, and your 
opponent commands the opposite five soldiers.

Start the game with all the tabs folded up (the “One Minute War” logo 
should be facing up).

Gameplay
Each round, you and your opponent each choose one of your soldiers. This choice is made simultaneously.

At the same time, both players extend a number of fingers representing the number of the soldier they 
each wish to use that round (“throwing out” a number). Those two soldiers are matched against each 
other. The results of the round are determined by the two soldiers’ abilities, as shown in the Soldier 
Ability Table. If a soldier is defeated, 
fold its tab down (either under the card, 
or positioned horizontally).

Can you anticipate your opponent’s move 
and choose a soldier that will beat the 
soldier that he chooses?

Goal
The goal of the game is to defeat all of your opponent’s soldiers. Each soldier is folded down when 
it is defeated.



• The Priest cannot revive himself, but he can still 
revive a soldier if he is defeated on the same 
round that he is used.

• You may not choose the same soldier three 
rounds in a row.

• You may not use a soldier which is folded down.

• The only soldiers that can be defeated during a 
round are the two that were chosen to fight.

Sacrificing a Soldier
If you have fewer remaining soldiers than your opponent, you may choose to sacrifice one of your 
own remaining soldiers instead of choosing one to fight. To sacrifice a soldier, “throw out” the number 
0 (a fist) rather than the number of a soldier. You automatically defeat the soldier that your opponent 
has chosen that round, but you must fold down one of your own.

Soldier Ability Table

1 Priest Revives one defeated soldier.
Fold up the revived soldier.

2 Princess Wins against 5 (Knight)

3 Spearman Wins against 1 (Priest) or 2 
(Princess)

4 Archer Wins against 1 (Priest), 2 
(Princess), or 3 (Spearman)

5 Knight Wins against 1 (Priest), 3 
(Spearman), or 4 (Archer)

Endgame
Rounds continue until one of the following conditions is met:

1. All of one player’s soldiers are defeated

2. No legal moves are available for one or both players (i.e. if a player would 
be forced to choose the same soldier three rounds in a row)

3. Both players agree to end the war

At the end of the game, the player with more remaining soldiers is the winner.

Tips
• Your Priest can survive a round only if your 

opponent uses either his own Priest or his 
Princess on the same round.

• If your opponent’s Knight has been defeated, 
your Princess may be of no further use, other 
than as a sacrifice.
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Example Game
Green (top) and Purple (bottom) challenge each other to a game.

Green picks Princess (2)
Purple picks Archer (4)

Archer (4) wins against Princess (2).
Green folds down his Princess.

Green chooses to sacrifice (0)
Purple picks Knight (5)

Green sacrifices his Spearman (3), 
which kills Purple’s Knight.

Green picks Archer (4)
Purple picks Archer (4)

Nothing happens.

Green picks Archer (4)
Purple picks Princess (2)

Archer (4) wins against Princess (2).
Purple folds down his Princess.

Green picks Knight (5)
Purple picks Priest (1)

Knight (5) wins against Priest (1).
Purple folds down his Priest but also 
revives his Knight (2).

Green picks Priest (1)
Purple picks Knight (5)

Knight (5) wins against Priest (1).
Green folds down his Priest but also 
revives his Princess (2).

Green picks Princess (2)
Purple picks Knight (5)

Princess (2) beats Knight (5).
Purple folds down his Knight.

Green picks Knight (5)
Purple chooses to sacrifice (0)

Purple sacrifices his Spearman (3), 
which kills Green’s Knight.

Green picks Archer (4)
Purple picks Archer (4)

Nothing happens.

Green picks Archer (4)
Purple picks Archer (4)

Nothing happens.

At this point, the game ends since Purple won’t have any legal moves next turn (you’re not allowed 
to use the same soldier more than two turns in a row). Green wins since he has two soldiers left and 
Purple only has one.


